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Personnel

Personnel (Nov. 2003)
Misc.
DR (1) / Professors
CR (2) / Assistant Professors
Permanent Engineers (3)
Temporary Engineers (4)
PhD Students
Post-Doc.
Total
External Collaborators
Visitors (> 1 month)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

INRIA
1

2

2

2

3

CNRS
1

University

1

2

Total
2
2

3

7

5

11

“Senior Research Scientist (Directeur de Recherche)”
“Junior Research Scientist (Chargé de Recherche)”
“Civil servant (CNRS, INRIA, ...)”
“Associated with a contract (Ingénieur Expert or Ingénieur Associé)”

Personnel (Nov. 2007)
Misc.
DR / Professors
CR / Assistant Professor
Permanent Engineer
Temporary Engineer
PhD Students
Post-Doc.
Total
External Collaborators
Visitors (> 1 month)

INRIA
1
3
3
3
3
13

5
6

CNRS
1

University
1
2

5
1
1

8
1

1

Total
3
5
3
13
3
27

Changes in staff
DR / Professors
CR / Assistant Professors
Arrival
Leaving

Misc.

INRIA

CNRS

University

total

2
1

5
1

3

Current composition of the project-team (Nov. 2007):
Permanent staff
• Auger Anne, CR2 INRIA
• Bredeche Nicolas, Maı̂tre de Conférence UPS
• Caillou Philippe, Maı̂tre de Conférence UPS
• Furtlehner Cyril, CR1 INRIA
• Germain Cécile, Professeur UPS
• Schoenauer Marc, DR2 INRIA
• Sebag Michèle, DR2 CNRS
• Teytaud Olivier, CR2 INRIA
External collaborators
• Cornuéjols Antoine, Professor AgroParisTech (INA-PG), Paris
• Kégl Balázs, CR1 CNRS, Laboratoire de l’Accélérateur Linéaire, Université ParisSud
Non-permanent staff
• Baskiotis Nicolas, PhD
• Bibai Jacques, PhD
• Devert Alexandre, PhD
• Fedon Lou, PhD
• Felkin Mary, PhD
• Gaudel Romaric, PhD
• Hartland Cédric, PhD
• Jebalia Mohamed, PhD
• Jiang Fei, PhD
• Le Baron Claire, PhD
• Perez Julien, PhD
• Ros Raymond, PhD
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• Zhang Xiangliang, PhD
• Cavallaro Ettore, Post-Doc (INRIA, ending Nov. 2007)
• Da Costa Luis, Post-Doc (EvoTest)
• Nicolau Miguel, Post-Doc (Gennetec)
• Chardon Bertrand, Expert Engineer (ONCE-CS, ending Nov. 2007)
• Hansen Nikolaus, Expert Engineer (OMD)
• Hoock Jean-Baptiste, Associate Engineer (INRIA)

Current position of former project-team members (including PhD students during the 2004-2007 period):
• Cornuéjols Antoine, Professor of Computer Science at AgroParisTech (formerly
INA-PG – Institut National Agronomique Paris-Grignon, Paris 5ème) since September 2006
• Azé Jérôme, Maı̂tre de Conférence (Assistant Professor) at LIR, Université ParisSud, in the bio-informatics team
• Abboud Kamal, Software Engineer with IMACS, Palaiseau, France
• Gelly Sylvain, Research Engineer, Google Zurich, Switzerland
• Godzik Nicolas, Software Engineer with CSIE, Pessac, France
• Kavka Carlos, Researcher, Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Trieste, Italy
• Maloberti Jérôme, Research Engineer, BECOME Japan, Tokyo, Japan
• Mary Jérémie, Maı̂tre de Conférence (Assistant Professor), Project-team SEQUEL,
INRIA Futurs, Lille, France
• Pierres Matthieu, Engineer, SNCF, Paris, France
• Roche Matthieu, Maı̂tre de Conférence (Assistant Professor), Univ. Montpellier,
France
• Roudenko Olga, Research Engineer, SYNCHROTRON SOLEIL, Gif sur Yvette,
France
• Pratap Singh Vijay, Engineer Geoscientist, EXXON MOBIL, Houston, USA
• Landau Samuel, Software Engineer, ARCHOS, Igny, France
• Gagné Christian, Research Engineer, Informatique WG2 Inc., Quebec, Canada
• Semet Yann, Software Engineer, EUROBIOS, Cachan, France
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Last INRIA enlistments
• Olivier Teytaud, recruited in 2004 as CR2
• Anne Auger, recruited in 2006 as CR2
• Cyril Furtlehner, recruited in 2007 as CR1
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Work progress

2.1

Keywords

Statistical Machine Learning, Stochastic Optimisation, Evolutionary Computation.

2.2

Context and overall goal of the project

The overall goals of the project are to model, to predict, to understand, and to control
physical or artificial systems. The central claim is that Learning and Optimisation approaches must be used, adapted and integrated in a seamless framework, in order to bridge
the gap between the system under study on the one hand, and the expert’s goal as to the
ideal state/functionality of the system.
Specifically, our research context involves the following assumptions:
1. The systems under study range from large-scale engineering systems to physical
or chemical phenomenons, including games. Such systems, sometimes referred to
as complex systems, can hardly be modelled based on first principles due to their
size, their heterogeneity and the incomplete information aspects involved in their
behaviour.
2. Such systems can be observed; indeed selecting the relevant observations and providing a reasonably appropriate description thereof is part of the problem to be solved.
A further assumption is that these observations are sufficient to build a reasonably
accurate model of the system under study.
3. The available expertise is sufficient to assess the system state, and any modification
thereof, with respect to the desired states/functionalities. The assessment function
is usually not a well-behaved function (differentiable, convex, defined on a continuous domain, etc), barring the use of standard optimisation approaches and making
Evolutionary Computation a better suited alternative.

2.3

Objectives for the evaluation period

The objectives given at the creation of TAO are threefold: i) using Evolutionary Computation (EC) and more generally Stochastic Optimisation to support Machine Learning
(ML); ii) using Statistical Machine Learning to support Evolutionary Computation; iii)
investigating integrated ML/EC approaches on diversified and real-world applications,
specifically autonomous robot control, medical applications, and engineering applications.
The main evolutions of these objectives are the following:
• The Exploration vs Exploitation (EvE) Dilemma, acknowledged the crux of Evolutionary Computation, has been revisited in a Game Theory perspective within the
Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) framework. The main development based on MABs is
the MoGo program, winner (2006-2007) of the world competitions in Computer Go
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[134, 64, 11] and considered a notable breakthrough in AI1 . Another MAB-based
algorithm, the Meta-Bandit, won the Pascal Challenge on Dynamic EvE [138].
• A new field of applications, Autonomic Computing, has been considered since Cecile Germain-Renaud, now Professor at Université Paris-Sud, joined TAO in 2005.
Autonomic Computing, acknowledged a Grand Challenge by IBM in 20012 aims at
self-aware, self-healing and self-configuring complex computer systems. An international collaboration within the EGEE (Enabling Grids for e-Science in Europe)
Infrastructure Project framework started in 2006.
• Some medical applications have been hindered as the dialogue with experts could
not take place to the required extent (Accamba ANR). In the neighbour domain of
neurosciences (Neurodyne ACI), the collaboration was effective [92, 84], and led to
the DigiBrain project concerned with Brain Computer Interfaces (Digiteo contract
among LRI, INRIA, CEA List and Neurospin, starting in 2008).

2.4

Stochastic Optimisation for ML and DM

This research direction focuses on advancing the state of the art in Machine Learning
by using flexible optimisation algorithms and more generally stochastic approaches. The
contributions made in the (2004-2007) period can be organised along five major themes.
The first two themes regard the representation of the domain application and the use of
prior knowledge in ML. Both themes also appear in section 2.6.3, as shaping the search
landscape is the cornerstone of both ML and EC. The third theme exploits the fact that
population-based optimisation and ensemble learning both construct a global solution from
a herd of partial solutions. The fourth theme investigates new learning criteria, hardly
amenable to convex optimisation. The fifth theme extends the so-called Phase Transition
paradigm to Machine Learning.
2.4.1

Personnel

Members: Antoine Cornuéjols, Cécile Germain-Renaud, Marc Schoenauer, Michèle Sebag,
Olivier Teytaud.
PhD students and post-docs: Jérôme Azé, Nicolas Baskiotis, Christian Gagné, Carlos
Kavka, Jérémie Mary, Xiangliang Zhang
2.4.2

Project-team positioning

To our knowledge, the only other research group with international expertise in both
fields of Machine Learning and Evolutionary Computation is led by Lorenza Saitta and
Attilio Giordana (Univ. Piemonte Orientale, Italy). Since 1999, a tight collaboration
between both groups was established to pioneer the extension of the Phase Transition
(PT) paradigm, originated from the field of Constraint Satisfaction Problems3 , to Machine Learning. PTs have been investigated by Luc de Raedt’s group (Univ. Freiburg,
1

The Economist, jan. 2007.
J.O. Kephart, D.M. Chess, The Vision of Autonomic Computing, in Computer Magazine, reprinted
by IEEE Press, pp 41-50, 2003.
3
T. Hogg, B.A. Huberman, and C.P. Williams (eds). Artificial Intelligence: Special Issue on Frontiers
in Problem Solving: Phase Transitions and Complexity, volume 81(1-2). Elsevier, 1996.
2
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Deutschland, and Univ. Leuven, Belgium)4 and Karl Tuyls’ group (Univ. Maastricht)5 .
The use of EC for ensemble learning has been mainly investigated by Xin Yao’s group
(Univ. Birmingham)6 and Katharina Morik’s group (Univ. Dortmund)7 .
The search for appropriate representations in ML is considered by too many research
groups worldwide to cite them all. The use of non-convex learning criteria, though still
not mainstream, has recently been advocated by a few leading researchers, particularly
Yann Le Cun (Univ. New York)8 and Chris Burgess (Microsoft)9 (see also section 5.1).
2.4.3

Scientific achievements

Representation. At the core of Machine Learning is the representation of the problem
domain. Building an appropriate representation, aka Feature Extraction10 or Constructive
Induction, includes Feature Selection and Feature Construction.
A first contribution regarding Feature Selection exploits the stochasticity of EC-based
learning [78, 80, 15]. The ROGER algorithm (ROC-based GEnetic learneR) mentioned
in the TAO proposal [91] is based on the evolutionary optimisation11 of the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) criterion, equivalent to the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic.
The ensemble of the various hypotheses provided by independent ROGER runs is used
for sensitivity analysis and to achieve feature selection [78]. Jérémie Mary’s PhD showed
that under (strong) assumptions, the feature ranking based on the ensemble of hypotheses
converges toward the true ranking [80]. Another kind of ensemble-based feature selection
has been devised and applied for DNA microarrays analysis [119, 126], focusing on the
notion of Type I and Type II errors (distinguishing relevant and irrelevant features using
feature rankings based on independent criteria)12

Hypothesis search space and prior knowledge. The great applicative successes of
Support Vector Machines are partly explained as prior knowledge about the problem domain can be rigorously encapsulated in the (manually designed) kernel. An approach based
on Genetic Programming has been proposed to automatically design the kernel, exercising
particular care to enforce the symmetry and definiteness of the kernel and the tractability
of the optimisation [62]. Also related to the use of prior knowledge is Carlos Kavka’s PhD
[82, 81, 13], aimed at the best of two worlds: the expert provides his knowledge, the scope
of which is automatically determined and optimized using EC.
Another way for the expert to provide prior knowledge and guide the learning process is
4
Ulrich Rückert, Stefan Kramer, Luc De Raedt: Phase Transitions and Stochastic Local Search in
k-Term DNF Learning. ECML 2002: 405-417.
5
Goele Hollanders, Geert Jan Bex, Marc Gyssens, Ronald L. Westra, Karl Tuyls: On Phase Transitions
in Learning Sparse Networks. ECML 2007: 591-599.
6
Arjun Chandra, Xin Yao: Evolving hybrid ensembles of learning machines for better generalisation.
Neurocomputing 69(7-9): 686-700 (2006).
7
Ingo Mierswa: Controlling Overfitting with Multi-Objective Support Vector Machines. GECCO 2007.
8
LeCun et al, A Tutorial on Energy-Based Learning, in Bakir et al. (eds) ”Predicting Structured
Outputs”, MIT Press 2006.
9
C.J.C. Burges, R. Ragno and Q.V. Le, ”Learning to Rank with Non-Smooth Cost Functions”, NIPS
2006.
10
Isabelle Guyon, Steve Gunn, Masoud Nikravesh, and Lofti Zadeh, eds. Feature Extraction, Foundations and Applications. Physica-Verlag, Springer, 2006.
11
While it has been shown by Thorsten Joachims that Support Vector Machines were amenable to
AUC optimisation (Int. Conf. on Machine Learning, 2005, best paper award), in practice only greedy
optimization is performed for the sake of tractability.
12
A Pascal workshop related to Type I and Type II errors, Multiple Simultaneous Hypotheses Testing,
has been organized by O. Teytaud et al. in May 2007.
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through an appropriate example ordering within incremental learning approaches [22].
In a more theoretical perspective, the feasibility of learning in higher-order logic spaces
has been investigated [111]; while the standard worst case analysis does not bring anything
new, the presented average-case study investigates the probability of undecidable clauses
and its convergence.
Ensemble learning and population-based optimisation. An evolutionary ensemble
learning approach has been proposed, leading to some insights into how to ensure the
diversity of the hypotheses along evolution or in the final population, and how to select
the best ensemble [60].
Independently, motivated by the search for active neural cell assemblies or relevant patterns (ACI NeuroDyne), the spatio-temporal data mining of Magneto-Encephalographic
datasets has been formalised as a multi-objective optimisation problem (finding large
spatio-temporal areas with high signal correlation). An extension to multi-objective multimodal optimisation was required to capture the several neural cell assemblies in interplay
[92, 23]. Interestingly, the search for discriminant patterns among the relevant patterns
turns out to be significantly easier than directly searching for discriminant patterns [84].
Other learning criteria A new criterion for graphical model learning, stressing the graph
structure complexity, has been proposed in Sylvain Gelly’s PhD [132, 27]; the advantage
of this criterion in terms of learning consistency has been demonstrated in the specific but
applicatively relevant case of a small learning sample when the graph structure is not the
true one.
In the context of unsupervised learning, a new latent-clustering based criterion has
been proposed in the SELECT project-team, and tackled by TAO using evolutionary
approaches [149, 161].
Also, AUC-like learning criteria have been considered in Arpad Rimmel’s PhD, aimed
at handling imbalanced classification problems with many more features than examples,
motivated by chemometry applications (Accamba ANR).
Phase Transition and Competence Maps As detailed in the TAO proposal, ML
can simultaneously be viewed as an optimisation problem and a constraint satisfaction
problem. Accordingly, the existence of a Phase Transition (PT) in Relational Learning
has been shown by Attilio Giordana and Lorenza Saitta; its implications on the limitations
of relational learners have been studied in an early collaboration with TAO members
(1999), and the PT framework has been used to characterize the average behaviour of
every algorithm depending on the so-called order parameters, expressed as a Competence
Map. This research theme has been extended to theta-subsumption in Jerome Maloberti’s
PhD [36, 14], to propositional learning in Nicolas Baskiotis’ PhD [51], and to grammatical
inference [120, 88, 23]. In Romaric Gaudel’s PhD, the link between CSP and SVMs has
been exploited to construct new bounds on generalisation error [63]; the originality of the
approach is to provide lower bounds in the non-asymptotic case.
2.4.4

Collaborations

• Université de Lausanne, Switzerland [62, 60];
• Vrije Universteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands [79, 87];
• San Luis University, Argentina [82, 81, 13];
• LENA, La Pitié Salpétriere [92];
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• Project team Select, INRIA Futurs [149, 161].
2.4.5

External support

• FP6 − Network of Excellence PASCAL
• ACI NIM Neurodyne (S. Baillet, LENA, La Pitié Salpétrière, coordinator).
• ACI NIM MISTR (J.-M. Loubes, Lab. Maths, Université Paris-Sud, coordinator).
• ERCIM: post-doc grant, Christian Gagné.
2.4.6

Self assessment

Constructive induction and the best use of prior knowledge are among the most critical
issues in ML, and this theme of research will be pursued in the next four years (section
5.1). Some advances have been done regarding ensemble-based feature ranking; a first
lesson learned is that the choice of the feature selection criteria should depend on the
complexity of the target concept. The work done about learning in higher-order logic,
purely theoretical at the moment, was considered very promising (nominated for best
paper award in the national ML conference, CAP 2007).
One of the most original developments in this research direction is the use of the Phase
Transition paradigm in Machine Learning (coll. Univ. del Piemonte Orientale), and the
methodology developed to construct algorithm competence maps. Competence maps have
been acknowledged a sound and robust way of supporting technology transfer in Machine
Learning (invited talk, NIPS 2004, Wshop on Verification and Validation of Learning
Algorithms). This approach will be pursued in the next four years (section 5.4).
On the negative side, the MISTR ACI has been hindered by Jean-Michel Loubes
(coordinator)’s leave to Montpellier.

2.5

ML for Stochastic Optimisation

This research direction investigates how the theoretical and algorithmic body of knowledge
developed in Machine Learning can advance the fundamental study of stochastic optimisation, extend its scope and support more effective algorithms. Three types of contributions
have been made; the first one is related to the theoretical study of Estimation of Distribution Algorithms; the second one considers surrogate optimisation, extending EC to deal
with computationally expensive objective functions; the third one is related to Optimal
Decision Making, revisiting dynamic programming and investigating multi-armed bandit
algorithms.
2.5.1

Personnel

Members: Anne Auger, Marc Schoenauer, Michèle Sebag, Olivier Teytaud
PhD students and post-docs: Sylvain Gelly, Nikolaus Hansen, Mohamed Jebalia, Jérémie
Mary.
2.5.2

Project-team positioning

Theory of evolutionary algorithms. A few teams world-wide work on the theory of
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), using standard tools from e.g. the Complexity theory.
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Ingo Wegener et al. (Univ. Dortmund, Germany) investigate boolean EAs13 . Jon Rowe
and co-authors, and more recently Jun He and Xin Yao (Univ. of Burmingham, UK), studied general operators and proposed difficulty measures14 . Riccardo Poli and Bill Langdon
(Essex University, UK), studied different operators using the Schema Theorem for Genetic
Programming15 . Regarding continuous EC, most results originate from I. Rechenberg’s
and H.-P. Schwefel’s group and students16 (Univ. Dortmund, Germany), focussing on the
progress rate; while this indicator efficiently describes the algorithm behaviour, it does
not allow one to derive convergence results. Recently, a complexity approach has been
explored by J. Jägersküpper that only holds asymptotically in the dimension of the search
space17
Surrogate models. The use of approximations of the objective function within Evolutionary Algorithms (the so-called surrogate models) has been investigated by several
groups world-wide, pioneered by A. Keane at the SouthHampton Design Centre 18 , followed by K. Rasheed at University of Georgia (USA), Th. Bäck’s group in Leiden University (The Netherlands), Y. Jin and B. Sendhoff19 (Honda Research Europe, Germany).
The surrogate model space ranges from simple quadratic models to neural networks and
Gaussian Processes, aka Krieging; different strategies are proposed to update and use the
surrogate models within EAs.
Approximate dynamic programming. Another domain of optimal decision making that relies on the estimation of the value function, is that of Dynamic Programming and
Reinforcement Learning, which is a major topic of many international conferences. Some
main research groups in approximate dynamic programming and reinforcement learning
are R. Sutton’s (Univ. Alberta, Canada), Andrew Y. Ng (Univ. Stanford, USA), W.G.
Powell (Univ. Princeton, USA)20 and Remi Munos’ (Sequel, INRIA).
Bandit algorithms. The main research groups investigating Multi-Armed Bandit
algorithms are P. Auer’s (Univ. Leoben, Austria), N. Cesa-Bianchi (Univ. Milano, Italy),
G. Lugosi (Univ. Barcelona, Spain) in a theoretical perspective21 ; in a both theoretical
and applicative perspective, the main other two groups worldwide are C. Szevespari’s
(Univ. of Alberta, Canada) and Remi Munos’ (Sequel, INRIA), and we are collaborating
with both [159, 64].
13

Ingo Wegener, Carsten Witt: On the analysis of a simple evolutionary algorithm on quadratic pseudoboolean functions. J. Discrete Algorithms 3(1): 61-78 (2005).
14
Jun He, Xin Yao: A study of drift analysis for estimating computation time of evolutionary algorithms.
Natural Computing 3(1): 21-35 (2004).
15
William B. Langdon and Riccardo Poli. Foundations of Genetic Programming. Springer-Verlag, 2002.
16
Hans-Georg Beyer, Hans-Paul Schwefel, Ingo Wegener: How to analyse evolutionary algorithms.
Theor. Comput. Sci. 287(1): 101-130 (2002).
17
Jens Jägersküpper: Analysis of a simple evolutionary algorithm for minimization in Euclidean spaces.
Theoretical Computer Science-A 379(3):329-347, 2007.
18
Zongzhao Zhou, Yew-Soon Ong, Prasanth B. Nair, Andy J. Keane, Kai Yew Lum: Combining Global
and Local Surrogate Models to Accelerate Evolutionary Optimization. IEEE Transactions on Systems,
Man, and Cybernetics, Part C 37(1): 66-76 (2007).
19
Y. Jin, M. Olhofer, and B. Sendhoff. A framework for evolutionary optimization with approximate
fitness functions. IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, 6(5):481-494, 2002.
20
Approximate Dynamic Programming Solving the curses of dimensionality, John Wiley and Sons, 2006.
21
Prediction, learning, and games Nicolò Cesa-Bianchi and Gábor Lugosi Cambridge University Press,
2006.
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2.5.3

Scientific achievements

Fundamental studies of evolutionary algorithms. Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) evolve a probability distribution on the search space by repeating a
series of sampling/selection/learning steps. Evolution Strategies, a historical dialect of
Evolutionary Algorithms for continuous optimisation based on Gaussian mutation, can
be thought of as a particular EDA with Gaussian distribution and ad hoc learning of the
distribution parameters. Classical ML tools, used in particular for Monte Carlo Markov
Chains algorithms, have been applied for proving convergence of a class EDAs where a
scaling parameter of the search distribution is adapted [19]. EDAs are very related to the
approximation of the fitness function by surrogate models, enabling a theoretical analysis
of convergence rates [49]. Using Statistical Leaning theory, EDAs have been studied in
the context of expensive optimisation problems allowing only a small numbers of iterates
[67], and some optimal (w.r.t. robustness) comparison-based EDAs have been proposed
[131, 26].
Genetic Programming (GP) extends the Evolutionary Computation paradigm to treestructured search spaces, essentially the space of programs. In this field where theory is
still far behind practice, several classical results of Statistical Learning theory have been
applied and have allowed to delineate the applicability of this technique, and to derive
sufficient conditions on the penalty term used in practice to limit the uncontrolled growth
of the solution (aka bloat); also, necessary conditions have been established, barring the
use of some heuristics as inconsistent (with no guarantee of asymptotic convergence to the
optimal solution) [28, 100, 28, 100].
More generally, several techniques borrowed from Machine Learning and Complexity
Theory have been applied to theoretical investigations of Evolutionary Algorithms. This
includes results on the consistency of halting criteria and sufficient conditions for convergence in non-convex settings [101]; some theoretical limits of evolutionary algorithms in
terms of dimensionality [105]; the non-validity of the No-Free-Lunch Theorem in continuous optimisation [45]; some limitations of multi-objective optimisation without feedback
from the user [116, 44]; an analysis of the parametrisation of the computational effort in
stochastic optimisation [75, 102]; and studies of different ways to use quasi-random points
in Evolutionary Algorithms [106, 65, 103].
Approximations of the fitness function. Evolutionary Algorithms are known to
be computationally expensive. They are hence particularly concerned with what Mechanical Engineers have called Response Surface Methods, revisited in the last few years
as Surrogate Models methods. The idea is to build an approximation of the objective
function, and to run the optimisation algorithm (whatever the algorithm) on the approximation rather than on the original function. A first crucial issue is the choice of the
approximation model. And, because the approximation has to be updated as the search
proceeds, another important issue is how often this update has to be done.
Surrogate models have been studied in Kamal Abboud’s PhD [6], extensively investigating Support Vector Machines (SVMs) models. Compared to quadratic and krieging
models, SVMs have been experimentally demonstrated optimal in high dimensions (> 30).
Anne Auger [48, 8] has used a quadratic approximation of the fitness to better approximate the Covariance Matrix of the Gaussian distribution in CMA-ES22 , and later derived
a theoretical analysis of convergence rates [49].
22
Hansen, N. and A. Ostermeier (2001). Completely Derandomized Self-Adaptation in Evolution Strategies. Evolutionary Computation, 9(2), pp. 159-195
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Within the ANR/RNTL OMD project, TAO is in charge of the technology transfer
related to surrogate methods, motivated by the expensive benchmark problems of the industrial OMD partners (Dassault, Renault and EADS), using in particular the surrogatebased version of CMA-ES23 as in [83].
Approximate Dynamic Programming. In some problems, the goal is to find the
optimal policy in the sense of some (delayed) reward function; an intermediate step thus
is to learn the value function, associating to each problem state the reward expectation.
Dynamic programming, a sound and robust approach dating back to the 50’s, suffers from
the curse of dimensionality24 and Monte-Carlo planning approaches are being investigated
to address this limitation. TAO has been working in both areas:
• OpenDP [133] is an open source platform for approximate dynamic programming25 ,
which has been thoroughly benchmarked to assess diverse sampling, learning, optimization and frugal non-linear programming algorithms. Experimental comparisons
have been reported in Sylvain Gelly’s PhD, together with theoretical results related
to deterministic, random and quasi-random sampling [130, 66, 104, 150].
• Monte-Carlo planning approaches have been investigated, with the domain of computergo as motivating application. The MoGo program, embedding a Monte-Carlo evaluation function within the Multi-Armed Bandit framework, currently is the best
computer-go program26 .
The Multi-Armed Bandit setting has been intensively studied in TAO from a theoretical [152] and applicative [159, 64] perspective. The MAB extension to dynamic
settings has been considered in relation with the Pascal Challenge Online Trading
of Exploration vs Exploitation27 ; TAO won the challenge, emphasising the successful
use of change point detection techniques [138, 139].
2.5.4

Collaborations

• Anne Auger spent 2 years as a post-doc at ETH-Zürich, in the Optimisation team
at the Co-Lab, and started a fruitful collaboration [46, 47], that ultimately resulted
in Nikolaus Hansen’s recruitment within the OMD ANR/RNTL project.
• Collaborations with Remi Munos (at Ecole Polytechnique before joining the teamproject SEQUEL) grounded the development of MoGo [178].
• The Games Lab (University of Alberta) invited S. Gelly in 2006 and a collaboration
on tree-based Monte-Carlo planning started [64].
2.5.5

External support

• OMD RNTL/ANR
23

Kern, S., N. Hansen, P. Koumoutsakos. Local Meta-Models for Optimisation Using Evolution Strategies. In Th. Runarsson, ed., Proc. PPSN IX, pp.939-948, LNCS 4193, Springer Verlag, 2006.
24
W.G. Powell: Approximate Dynamic Programming; Solving the curses of dimensionality, John Wiley
and Sons, 2006.
25
http://opendp.sourceforge.net
26
http://www.lri.fr/∼gelly/MoGo.htm. See also section 3.2.
27
http://www.pascal-network.org/Challenges/EEC/
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2.5.6

Self assessment

Olivier Teytaud’s arrival in TAO brought Machine Learning theoretical tools in the context
of Stochastic Optimisation. Anne Auger’s recruitment 2 years later closed the loop with
Evolutionary Algorithms theory. The use of Statistical Learning methods combined with
Complexity Theory results to study Stochastic Optimisation Algorithms is completely
original and resulted in the wide set of breakthrough results cited above.
K. Abboud’s PhD about surrogate models was among the first works to use SVMs to
approximate the objective function, and to assess the potentialities of this approach, in
particular in large dimensions. However this work was not continued until the ANR-RNTL
OMD project, where TAO is in charge of the Generalist Surrogate Models Work Package,
ensuring the transfer of the surrogate methodology to OMD industrial partners.
OpenDP, an extensive Approximate Dynamic Programming platform, has been the
ground for theoretical developments (complexity results on families of optimisers [105, 44];
it has enabled a principled, fair and thorough benchmarking of diverse algorithms, comparing: i) quasi-random (naive or complex tools) versus random sampling in approximate
dynamic programming [150, 151]; ii) learning tools for approximate dynamic programming
[66]; iii) quasi-random numbers versus random numbers in evolution strategies [103]; iv)
non-linear optimisation tools for approximate dynamic programming [104]; v) Estimation
of distribution algorithms, surrogate models and other tools for the optimisation of very
expensive fitness functions [67]; vi) random versus quasi-random (su-)bagging [154].
Its main weakness regard its usability; some software engineering effort is required to allow
interested companies, e.g., the French electricity company EdF, to use it routinely.
The MoGo program is one of the most prominent successes of TAO in the period;
MoGo repeatedly won international computer-go contests in 2006 and 2007; it was the
first computer-go program to ever reach 2,000 ELO, and the first one to win over a (3e
dan) human player (on 9x9 goban); it still is ranked best of the computer go programs.
Its port onto a heavily parallel platform (collaboration with Bull), should increase this
domination and open new horizons in computer-go. One direction for further research is
to extend the Multi-Armed Bandit algorithms underlying MoGo (section 5.2).
Some results could be obtained regarding the use of ML techniques to help tuning the
parameters of Stochastic Optimisers, which was one of the initial TAO objectives: in the
field of genetic programming (although the published results have not influenced practice
[28, 100, 28, 100]), in evolution strategies [105], and in the particular case of expensive
optimization problems [67, 131, 101].

2.6

Representations and Prior Knowledge for Evolutionary Computation

One key issue in Evolutionary Computation is to design a representation and the associated variation operators, crossover and mutation, best suited to the problem at hand.
In order to do so, the use of prior knowledge is highly recommended (see also section
2.4.3), both in practice and from the theoretical perspective of the No Free Lunch theorem. Resuming early work devoted to Structural Optimisation, the research done in TAO
focuses on the design of scalable and modular representations. A promising direction in
this respect is that of developmental representations; an extension thereof, referred to as
Deep Representations, will be considered as a main research direction for the next four
years (section 5.1).
Specifically in the domain of combinatorial optimization, all reported successes of EAs
are based on the use of prior knowledge and domain-specific heuristics. Two applications
in scheduling and planning have witnessed this, and further demonstrated the need for
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some characterisation of problem instances in order to facilitate the choice of the hyperparameters (section 5.4).
2.6.1

Personnel

Members: Nicolas Bredèche, Marc Schoenauer
PhD students and post-docs: Alexandre Devert, Vijay Pratap Singh, Cédric Hartland, Fei
Jiang, Miguel Nicolau.
2.6.2

Project-team positioning

Developmental representations are receiving an increasing attention. There was for instance a full session both at the last GECCO (ACM) and CEC (IEEE) conferences on
Evolutionary Computation. Among the best groups world-wide Peter Bentley’s (UC London, UK)28 , Jason Lohn’s (NASA Ames Research Center, USA)29 , and more recently
Bernhard Sendhoff’s (Honda Research Europe, Germany)30 focus on the Design perspective, which is, too, Tao’s initial motivation, while Dario Floreano’s (EPFL, Switzerland)31
and Julian Miller’s (University of York, UK)32 , are more focused on the biological paradigm
and robotic applications. While the different approaches (e.g., developmental or generative representations) proposed by these groups and ours share many features, it is still too
early to grasp any agreed upon general direction.
But another way to add domain knowledge into an Evolutionary Algorithm is to hybridize it with other deterministic or stochastic search methods. Referring to Richard
Dawkins’ memes, or cultural units that get transmitted from one generation to another33 ,
this emerging field is now known as Memetic Algorithms. Most successes in evolutionary
combinatorial optimization rely today on the hybridization with domain-specific heuristics, as illustrated by two recent Special Issues34 . Among the main research groups in the
memetic field are the pionneer Peter Merz’s (Univ. Siegen, Germany)35 , Carlos Cotta’s
group (Malaga University, Spain)33 , Natalio Krasnogor and Jim Smith (UWE, UK)36
and the Edinburgh group including Peter Ross (Univ. Edinburg), Ben Paechter (Napier
Univ.) and Dave Corne (Herriot Watt U.), more concerned with multi-objective memetic
algorithms37 .
28

P. Bentley and D. W. Corne, editors. Creative Evolutionary Systems. Morgan Kauffman, 2001.
G. Hornby, A. Globus, D. Linden, J. Lohn, Automated Antenna Design with Evolutionary Algorithms,
Proc. 2006 AIAA Space Conference, 2006.
30
T. Steiner, L. Schramm, Y. Jin, and B. Sendhoff. Emergence of Feedback in Artificial Gene Regulatory
Networks. CEC’07, pp 867–874, IEEE Press, 2007.
31
Daniel Roggen, Diego Federici, Dario Floreano: Evolutionary morphogenesis for multi-cellular systems.
Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines 8(1): 61-96 (2007).
32
Julian F. Miller: Evolving Developmental Programs for Adaptation, Morphogenesis, and Self-Repair.
ECAL 2003: 256-265.
33
C. Cotta, From Genes to Memes: Optimization by Problem-Aware Evolutionary Algorithms, Schedae
Informaticae 15:127-150, 2006.
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35
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design issues. IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation, 9(5):474- 488, 2005.
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Knowles, J. and Corne, D. (2004) Memetic Algorithms for Multiobjective Optimization: Issues, Methods and Prospects. In W.E. Hart, N. Krasnogor, and J.E. Smith, eds, Recent Advances in Memetic
Algorithms, Springer Verlag, 2004.
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2.6.3

Scientific achievements

Scalable and modular representations As stated by the No Free Lunch Theorem,
incorporating domain knowledge in Evolutionary Algorithms is mandatory – and the choice
of the representation (and the associated variation operators, e.g. crossover and mutation)
is the very first place where this can be done.
Marc Schoenauer’s early work on Evolutionary Design included an original representation based on Voronoi diagrams38 . This work led to a collaboration with EZCT Design and Architecture Research. A first application was to design chairs, and the results
were exposed in different contemporary architecture exhibitions [179, 181], including the
Beaubourg modern art museum [180].
However, this approach has many drawbacks: its lack of flexibility makes it almost
impossible to address the constructibility issue. An original representation directly handling construction plans of Lego-like structures was proposed in Alexandre Devert’s PhD
[57, 123]. Despite its efficiency and modularity, this representation nevertheless scales up
poorly with the number of elements used to build the structure. An embryogenic approach
has hence recently been proposed, and preliminary experiments on evolving 2D images
have shown its robustness compared to previous approaches, explained as it automatically
adjusts the stopping criterion for the developmental stage [55].
The core of this developmental approach is a Neural Network, duplicated in all the
’cells’ of the underlying substrata. Whereas the first work above uses standard NN evolution of topology 39 , the design of an original procedure to evolve Echo State Networks
proved to greatly increase the speed of evolution [56].
An on-going collaboration within the MIT-France program aims at further extending
developmental systems in the context of architectural design.
Toward developmental representations Gradually shifting toward complex system
modelling, we investigated, in collaboration with the Alchemy INRIA project-team, the
influence of the topology of large Neural Networks on their computational ability, with the
co-supervised PhD thesis of Fei Jiang. First studies investigated the influence of topology
of SOM networks on their classification performances [77]. On-going work is concerned
with Echo State Networks and their use in Engineering and Control problems.
In the meantime, on-going study on Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) provides yet
another source of diversity for representation of (Neural) Networks: within the GENNETEC project, and starting from Banzhaf’s model of GRN40 , Miguel Nicolau investigates
the links of GRN models with Complex Neural Networks, related to both developmental
representations and the abovementioned network topology studies.
Representations for combinatorial optimisation The representation issue also
arises for combinatorial optimisation problems, and has been addressed by two works in
TAO.
In collaboration with SNCF (the French Railways), we investigated an indirect permutationbased representation for train re-scheduling problems. An initial idea was to hybridise the
stochastic algorithm with some deterministic solver (the state-of-the-art commercial tool
CPlex) [94]. However, thanks to an ad hoc initialisation (inoculating perturbation of the
38

H. Hamda and M. Schoenauer. Topological Optimum Design with Evolutionary Algorithms. Journal
of Convex Analysis, 9, pp 503–517, 2002
39
K. O. Stanley and R. Miikkulainen. Evolving Neural Networks through augmenting topologies. Evolutionary Computation 10(2):99-127, 2002.
40
W. Banzhaf, Artificial Regulatory Networks and Genetic Programming, Chapter 4 in Rick L. Riolo
and Bill Worzel, Eds, Genetic Programming Theory and Practice, pp 43–62, Kluwer, 2003.
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initial schedule), the stochastic approach alone could even beat CPlex [93]. Further work
will aim at some a priori distinction between “easy” instances, relevant to CPlex, and
“hard” instances, relevant to Evolutionary Computation (unsurprisingly, the very hard
instances can be solved by none of the above approaches). The current bottleneck is
to identify the so-called order parameters in order to distinguish between both kinds of
problem instances (section 5.4).
In the domain of temporal planning, an original representation based on a sequential
splicing of the problem in the state space was designed during a collaboration with Thalès
[90, 146, 42]. The idea is to use a deterministic constaint programming solver (CPT41
was chosen here) to solve the (hopefully) small problems between two states of the spliced
sequence. This approach allowed us to solve yet unsolved instances of well-known benchmarks of the IPC suite in Jacques Bibai’s Master thesis, now continuing with a Cifre PhD:
one research direction, here again, is to be able to assess the difficulty of a sub-problem a
priori, i.e. without having to run the deterministic solver.
2.6.4

Collaborations

• The collaboration with the young architecture group EZCT motivated the research
on compact representations for Structural Design [179, 181, 180]; this collaboration
led to a joint submission to the Serousi House contest42 .
• The work on temporal planning was started as a collaboration between TAO and
Thalès; Vincent Vidal (Univ. Lens) soon joined the project and provided invaluable
help as his temporal planner CPT had been chosen as the basis for all experiments
[90, 146, 42].
• The research on representations for the topology of large Neural Networks [77] started
after several discussions with Alchemy INRIA, about modern computing architectures.
2.6.5

External support

• Research contract with EZCT
• Industrial contract with SNCF
• Industrial contract with Thalès
• MIT-France collaboration funding
2.6.6

Self assessment

The work done on developmental representations is at the cutting edge of representation
formalisms to address structural evolutionary design, as witnessed during the last GECCO
conference. Two main requirements, robustness and scalability, have been addressed in
the ESN case [56] as the solution actually is an attractor of the dynamic system; the
multi-scale properties of the solution (e.g. reproducing similar patterns in different grid
scale) are currently under investigation.
In the temporal planning case, the automatic decomposition of the target objective into
a sequence of objectives, which can be handled each using the deterministic solver, is new
41

V. Vidal, H. Geffner, Branching and Pruning: An Optimal Temporal POCL Planner based on Constraint Programming, Artificial Intelligence 170 (3), pp. 298-335, 2006.
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to our best knowledge; and it was shown instrumental in handling large size combinatorial
problems which could not be addressed up front.
Further developments, particularly relevant to the collaboration with EZCT, or in
robotics, will consider interactive optimisation (the “user in the loop”) to overcome the
difficulties of specifying e.g., aesthetic properties, or “elegant robot walk”. Indeed, the
extensions of MAB algorithms (section 5.2) are relevant in this perspective.

2.7

Applications

The TAO proposal included three main domains of applications: autonomous robot control, medical data mining, and optimisation of large engineering systems. As mentioned
in section 2.3, medical applications have been delayed; in the meanwhile two other application domains, respectively autonomic computing and social systems have appeared with
Cécile Germain-Renaud’s and Philippe Caillou’s arrival in TAO43 .
2.7.1

Personnel

Members: Anne Auger, Nicolas Bredèche, Philippe Caillou, Cyril Furtlehner, Cécile
Germain-Renaud, Marc Schoenauer, Michèle Sebag.
PhD students and post-doc: Cedric Hartland, Nicolas Godzik, Carlos Kavka, Xiangliang
Zhang, Julien Perez, Mohamed Jebalia, Nikolaus Hansen
2.7.2

Project-team positioning

Machine Learning is acknowledged a key enabling technology for Robotics, as shown by the
DARPA Challenge in autonomous car control (2005), with Sebastian Thrun’s (Stanford)44
and Manuela Veloso’s group (CMU) as major players. At the national level, M. Ghallab et
al. (LAAS) have shown that ML enables the inspection (and ultimately the improvement)
of robot controllers45 . ML-based robotics mostly relies on reinforcement learning 46 ; it can
also involve statistical machine learning from extensive datasets 47 . Another approach is
based on learning by demonstration, involving few observations48 . The main issues regard
i) the perception abilities and the dimensionality reduction of the perception space; ii) the
handling of temporal information in relation with the controller space; iii) the robustness
w.r.t. environmental variations and perceptual aliasing. Evolutionary Robotics, with
Laboratory of Intelligent Systems at EPFL in Lausanne49 and Centre for Computational
Neuroscience and Robotics at Sussex University as major players, faces all above issues;
further, as EC-based robotics intensively relies on simulation, it also faces the so-called
reality gap (between a controller optimised in silico, and a well-behaved controller in situ).
43

Many results presented in the applications have been or could have been mentioned in other sections.
Indeed, the representation issue is central to many of those works (from C. Kavka’s work in the area of
robot control, using a Voronoi-based representation of fuzzy systems to V.P. Singh’s geologically-sound
representation of the underground). However, we have chosen to present here the works for which the main
motivation was the impact on the application domain rather than the (possible) fundamental advance.
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hidden Markov models, in Artif. Intell., 170(2), pp 59-113, 2006.
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Pieter Abbeel, Adam Coates, Morgan Quigley, and Andrew Y. Ng. An Application of Reinforcement
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Many teams worldwide have a tradition of cluster modelling, which evolved in the last
years towards grid modelling. Most of them (e.g. the Globus project, or Rich Wolski at
UC-Santa Barbara, Peter Dinda at Northwestern University) are mainly users of plain
statistical or machine learning methods. On the other hand, Machine Learning applied to
distributed systems is the core of Autonomic Computing research, with two major applications: resource allocation and the management of anomalous behaviour (self-protection
and self-healing). Industry is strongly involved, for instance Irina Rish’s team at IBM, with
contributions in particular to active diagnosis and David Vengerov at Sun (Reinforcment
Learning), and in the future NSF Center for Autonomic Computing 50 . Assaf Schuster
and Ran Wolff (Technion and Haı̈fa) target privacy-preserving distributed DM. Research
at TAO focuses on autonomic grids, more constrained than general systems, based on a
tight collaboration with data providers and executive experts.
2.7.3

Scientific achievements

Numerical engineering
Several studies pertaining to engineering optimisation (including the work on Structural Design mentioned in Section 2.5.3) were on-going at the creation of TAO and have
been continued during these four years, in collaboration with IFP, Renault, Dassault and
EADS.
Firstly, following earlier work on underground velocity identification from seismic experiments51 , V.P. Singh’s PhD investigated the use of ad hoc representation for sound
geological underground identification [96]. While a patent (IFP-INRIA) has been taken
for this representation [182], further studies showed that more classical representations
within state-of-the-art evolutionary multi-objective optimisation, enabled to better handle geophysical domain knowledge and resulted in breakthrough results for 2D problems
[148, 162, 18].
Secondly, isotherm identification in analytic chromatography, an important challenge
for chemical engineers, has been considered within the ACI Chromalgema. A simulation/identification platform had been designed, using Self-Adaptive Evolution Strategies
and gradient based methods in a first phase. In a second phase, the use of CMA-ES allowed to significantly improve the results . . . and the usability of the platform for chemists
[76].
Thirdly, Multi-Disciplinary Optimisation, a typical application domain for Evolutionary Algorithms since several objectives (usually non-regular) are involved, was considered.
Olga Rudenko’s PhD [17] included several fundamental studies on multi-objective algorithms [89, 145] as well as applied results on some automobile structural design problems
(coll. FIAT, Milano). Along those four years, several Master theses involving different
industrial partners (e.g. EADS, Renault, Dassault) have been supervised, some being
more successful than others [124]. C. LeBaron’s PhD (CIFRE Renault, in its 3rd year) is
interested in the global optimisation of the propulsion block. Finally, TAO participates in
the OMD RNTL project, in charge of the general surrogate approach Work Package (see
section 2.5.3).
Software Robotics In the framework of Evolutionary Robotics, a first research direction investigated in N. Godzik’s PhD is the construction of an anticipation module; this
50
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module was found instrumental in detecting the changes in the environment or in the
robot (e.g. damages), and addressing them by triggering on-line re-adaptation [71, 12].
Shifting to the Learning by Demonstration framework, C. Hartland’s PhD extends the use
of an anticipation module to address the reality gap problem [137, 72]. Diverse controller
representations have been investigated, ranging from classical multi-layer perceptrons to
evolved Voronoı̈-based classifiers (see Section 2.4.3) and Echo State Networks (ESNs) [73],
considering the evolutionary optimisation of supervised and unsupervised [56] criteria.
Autonomic Grids Autonomic Grids were considered a promising field of ML applications
as Cécile Germain-Renaud provided both her expertise and extensive datasets related to
the EGEE52 grid. A first contribution related to Feature Construction was motivated by
the EGEE job modelling application. Exploiting prior knowledge regarding the data heterogeneity (e.g. the job lifecycle depends on both the current grid load, and the job user’s
expertise), the dataset was aggressively sub-sampled; the bunch of hypotheses extracted
from every sub-sample was used along the dual attribute/example clustering principle53 to
derive relevant clusters and sidestep the lack of natural metric on the native representation
[156, 157]. Self-protection has been explored through abrupt changepoint detection methods [156, 70] with the perspective of new applications for MAB algorithms. In the area of
grid scheduling, preliminary work [141] showed that grid job traffic shares some properties with Internet traffic. Julien Perez’s PhD considers reinforcement learning applied to
scheduling, with utility function including the QoS requirements of reactive (interactive)
grids, in line with previous work on the middleware [69, 136, 31].
Software Testing The application of EC and ML to software testing has been investigated along the EvoTest STREP (Tanja Voss, ITI, Valencia, Spain coordinator, 20062009), where TAO is in charge of the Evolutionary Engine at the core of the search process.
The generation of test data is set as an optimisation problem. Depending on the context,
the fitness can range from coverage measures (for structural testing), to CPU time or
memory consumption (for functional testing of real-time embedded systems). The automatic generation of the Evolutionary Algorithm from the test objectives will be based on
GUIDE (see section 3.2), and one of the main challenges as far as Evolutionary Optimisation is concerned is to make the search engine fully autonomous, relieving the burden of
adjusting evolutionary parameters by trials and errors (see Section 5.4).
Independently, in a joint work with the Software Engineering group in LRI (MarieClaude Gaudel and Sandrine Gouraud), Nicolas Baskiotis’ PhD has proposed a hybrid
approach based on ML and stochastic heuristics to overcome the drawbacks of statistical
structural software testing54 [52, 53].
Social Systems Preliminary studies concerning the modeling of speculative bubbles on
a financial market under different rationality frameworks [147] were extended as Philippe
Caillou’s and later Cyril Furtlehner’s arrivals strengthened TAO’s competence in complex
systems (TAO also participates in the European Coordinated Action devoted to Complex
Systems, ONCE). Further studies were devoted to the interaction of social and economic
phenomenons, examining how the structure of the social network governs the macroindicators in a rent-seeking game [54, 117, 118].
52
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Transportation systems provide other examples of social systems where interesting collective phenomena may emerge from local interactions. We have investigated such complex systems from two perspectives. In the first one we proposes a new approach of traffic
reconstruction and prediction based on floating car data, by application of distributed
algorithms (belief propagation) and ideas inherited from statistical physics [59, 158]. In
the second perspective, the mechanism of jam emergence due to variability of driver behaviours was analysed using probabilistic tools of queueing networks and statistical physics
models (exclusion processes, condensation mechanisms and phase transitions) [58].
2.7.4

Collaborations

• Institut Français du Pétrole (IFP), [96, 182, 148, 162, 18].
• Laboratoire de l’Accélérateur Linéaire (LAL), Université Paris-Sud, [141].
• Programming and Software Engineering group, led by Marie-Claude Gaudel, LRI,
Université Paris-Sud. [52]
2.7.5

External support

• FP6 − Network of Excellence PASCAL
• FP6 − Insfrastructure Project EGEE
• FP6 − STREP EvoTest
• FP6 − CA Once-Cs
• ANR/RNTL Optimisation Multi-Disciplinaire (OMD)
• ACI Chromalgema
• PhD supervision contracts, IFP, Airbus, and Renault (CIFRE)
• Internship supervision contract, EADS
2.7.6

Self assessment

The work with IFP resulted in a patent for the geologically-based representation[182]
and was considered by the field experts to be a breakthrough toward automatic velocity
inversion.
Representation issues are again at the core of robotics software; the most promising
approach in this line, specifically addressing robustness requirements wrt the reality gap
or temporal data handling, is based on the use of Echo State Networks.
An important result from the preliminary work on autonomic computing is the creation
of the grid Observatory activity in EGEE-III (starting April 2008). The Grid Observatory
will integrate the collection and publication of traces of the EGEE grid and users with the
development of models and ontology of the domain knowledge.
On the negative side, the collaboration with Airbus aimed at the automatic generation
of mesh topologies has been hindered by the leave of the PhD student after 2 years, and
the project never took off again. This daring project aims at converting the company
expertise (expressed as a database of good solutions) into an automatic assessment criterion (estimating the quality of any solution), ultimately enabling the construction of new
solutions (or 80% thereof) through optimizing the assessment criterion. Both Airbus and
Tao are still very motivated in this study and plan to resume the collaboration.
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3

Knowledge dissemination

3.1

Publications
2004
4

2005
3

2006
2
2
4
15
5

PhD Thesis
H.D.R (*)
Journal
2
6
Conference proceedings (**)
12
14
Book chapters
1
Book (written)
Book & Special Issues (edited)
2
1
1
Patent
1
Technical reports
1
2
Deliverable
(*) HDR Habilitation à diriger des Recherches
(**) Conference with a program committee

2007
1
5
21
3
1

1

The major international journals in the ML and EC fields are Journal of Machine
Learning Research, Machine Learning Journal (1), IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis
and Machine Intelligence; Evolutionary Computation (2), IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computing, Theoretical Computer Science C (1), and Genetic Programming and
Evolvable Machine; the main national journal is RIA, Revue d’Intelligence Artificielle (2).
The main journals in the applications areas of Autonomic Computing and Robotics are
Journal of Grid Computing (1), Robotics and Autonomous Systems, Autonomous Robots,
and Adaptive Behavior.
The major international conferences in the ML and EC fields are NIPS (Neuro-Information
Processing Systems), ICML (Int. Conf. on Machine Learning) (2), ECML/PKDD (Eur.
Conf. on Machine Learning; IJCAI (Int. Joint Conf. on Artificial Intelligence) (3); Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery) (2), IEEE ICDM (Int. Conf. on Data Mining)
(1), ILP (Int. Conf. on Logic Programming) (3), ACM GECCO (Genetic and Evolutionary Conference) (10), PPSN (Parallel Problem Solving from Nature) (10), IEEE CEC
(Conf. on Evolutionary Computation) (7).
The major international conferences in Autonomous Robotics which are also concerned
with optimization, learning and adaptation are IROS (IEEE/RSJ International Conference
on Intelligent Robots and Systems), ICRA (IEEE International Conference on Robotics
and Automation), SAB (From animals to animats) and EpiRob (Epigenetics Robotics).
NB: the above conferences are selective (ranging from 17% for IJCAI to 40% for PPSN),
and the selection is done on full papers. It is generally agreed in the fields that papers in
good international conferences are worth journal papers.

3.2

Software

The following softwares have been developped entirely within the TAO team during the
evaluation period. Note that the number of lines indicated below have been counted using
the LinesOfCodeWichtel software55 that removes blank lines and comments.
Django (6500 lines of code, C): A fast theta-subsumption test, adapting well-known
Constraint Satisfaction procedures to logic programming (source code available un55

http://www.andreas-berl.de/linesofcodewichtel/en/index.html
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der GNU GPL license). It has been used by a few research groups in Inductive Logic
Programming (Univ. Bari, Italy; Univ. Tufts, USA; Univ. Leuven, Belgium).
GUIDE: A Graphical User Interface56 allows non-expert programmers to generate code
for the expert C++ evolutionary library EO (Evolving Object57 ). GUIDE is now
being used as the basis for the evolutionary generation of test data within EvoTest.
Though 4 years old now, it lacked support for a wide dissemination – but it will
be released soon, thanks to the EvoTest project, under CeCILL license on INRIA
GForge.
OpenDP (95000 lines of code, C++): A stochastic dynamic programming framework,
including optimisation, sampling, learning and dynamic programming algorithms,
is under GPL license. While the number of users is still restricted, some modules
have been reused in widely distributed programs (in particular some quasi-random
sequences in the Gnu Scientific Library (see below) and the quasi-random Evolution
Strategies in the very widely distributed Beagle). The OpenDP platform specifically
includes: i) random and quasi-random number generators; ii) support vector machines with several kernels, neural networks, decision trees, . . . (including Weka); iii)
cross-validation and heuristics for the choice of parameters; iv) various non-linear
optimisation tools (evolution strategies, genetic algorithms, direct search methods,
gradient-based techniques). The achievements based on OpenDP are presented in
section 2.5.6.
MoGo (55000 lines of code, C++): Currently the best Computer-Go program worldwide
(including advanced options as multithreading). Only the binary code is released,
with hundreds of downloads58 . Many computer-go programmers discuss their experiments with MoGo on the computer-go mailing-list.
Contributions to the GNU Scientific Library (800 lines), with some quasi-random
sequences. The GNU Scientific Library is distributed with most Linux distributions
and is also available in Cygwin for Windows-users.
SIMBAD: An autonomous mobile robot simulator including neural networks and evolutionary algorithm libraries for education and research purpose [74]. It is distributed
under GNU GPL59 .
Contribution to Scilab (approx. 1000 lines), with the CMA-ES algorithm (the first
evolution strategy included in Scilab).

3.3

Valorisation and technology transfer

Since 2000, Michèle Sebag is head of the Scientific Advisory Board of Pertinence SA,
merged with Intercim LLC since July 200760 . In Pertinence, her consulting activities
regard Manufacturing Operations Management for the aerospace & defense, automotive,
pharmaceutical and semiconductor industries.
Olivier Teytaud has consulting activities through Artelys61 , developing new ML algorithms for various fields of applications: energy, spatially distributed previsions, choice
56
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modulation, environment. He is co-advisor of a Ph.D. student in Artelys, and another
Ph.D. student will be recruited with St Gobain (already co-advisor of a engineer-trainingship).
He is one of the co-owners of the APP-copyrighted MoGo source code (deposit in progress
since August 2007), together with Sylvain Gelly (TAO), Rémi Munos (SEQUEL) and
Yizao Wang. He published papers using machine learning in very applied fields [40].
The multi-disciplinary collaborations initiated in DEMAIN were the basis for recruiting
Balázs Kégl as CNRS CR1, researcher in machine learning at Laboratoire de l’Accélérateur
Linéaire, associate member of the TAO group. Further recruitment is planned, leading
to the creation of a group in machine learning at LAL, and long-term collaboration with
TAO.
Marc Schoenauer was advisor for many internships performed in industrial context:
2 internships with EADS about the multi-objective multi-disciplinary optimisation of
launchers (somehow announcing collaboration with Astrium within OMD), several internships with IFP (including two in 2007 with Anne Auger about well positioning and
multi-objective optimization, two internships with Renault, one about multi-disciplinary
optimisation of the engine (that le d to Claire LeBaron’s PhD), the other, more exploratory,
about interactive design coupled to large CFD simulations for the design of the car shape
[173].
In the context of the OMD project, Nikolaus Hansen, and Anne Auger are working
with Astrium about the global optimisation of a multi-mission launcher.
Marc Schoenauer has worked with EZCT – Design and Architecture Research. Their
first common achievement has been the Evolutionary Design of chairs, that have been
presented in an architectural journal [181] and exposed at the Beaubourg modern art
museum [180]. Further collaboration has been the participation of Marc Schoenauer in the
Serousi project, an architectural contest where EZCT shared the first price with another
applicant.

3.4

Teaching

Anne Auger, approx 10 hours per year, Master in Computer Science, Université ParisSud. She supervised one Master student in 2007.
Nicolas Bredeche, Assistant Professor at Université Paris-Sud (approx 200 hours per year,
including approx. 10 hours in the Research Master). He supervised or co-supervised
7 Master students and 1 engineering trainingship (from Ecole Polytechnique);
Philippe Caillou, Assistant Professor at IUT de Sceaux (approx 200 hours per year). He
co-supervised 1 engineering trainingship (from Ecole Polytechnique) [54].
Antoine Cornuéjols, previously Assistant Professor at University Evry (approx 200 hours
per year), left TAO in September 2006 to become full professor at AgroParisTech
(INA-PG, Paris). He supervised or co-supervised 6 Master students;
Cécile Germain-Renaud is full professor at Université Paris-Sud. She supervised 2 Master
students;
Marc Schoenauer, approx 30 hours per year, both in Engineering schools, at Ecole Polytechnique (on-going, see the contributed chapter in G. Allaire’s book on Structural
Design [41]) and Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées (ENPC), until 2006, and
Master in Computer Science, Université Paris-Sud since 2006. He supervised or
co-supervised 2 Master students and 4 engineering trainingship (2 from Ecole Polytechnique, 1 from EII and 1 from ESIEE);
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Michèle Sebag, approx 20 hours per year, Master in Computer Science, Université ParisSud. She supervised or co-supervised 4 Master students, 5 engineering trainingship
from Ecole Polytechnique, 3 Erasmus students [84] and 2 ENS internships.
Olivier Teytaud published a Mathematics book [5] and a chapter in an engineering book
[32]. He supervised two master students (Y. Wang and M. Amil) and one engineertrainingship (Y. Bonnemay) [116].
In total, during the evaluation period, the TAO team supervised
• In 2004, 3 Master students and 1 engineering trainingship from Ecole Polytechnique;
• In 2005, 5 Master students, 1 engineering trainingship from Ecole Polytechnique, 1
engineering trainingship from Arts et Métiers, and one Erasmus internship;
• In 2006, 5 Master students, 2 engineering trainingship from Ecole Polytechnique, 1
engineering trainingship from ESIEE, and one Erasmus internship;
• In 2007, 4 Master students, 3 engineering trainingship from Ecole Polytechnique, 1
engineering trainingship from IEE, and one Erasmus internship;
3.4.1

Relationships with doctoral programs

TAO is équipe d’accueil of the Ecole Doctorale d’Informatique (Doctoral School of Computer Science) of Université Paris-Sud, and of Ecole Doctorale de Mathématiques
(Doctoral School of Mathematics) of Paris-Centre, meaning that qualified TAO members can supervise Master internships and PhD students from both Ecole Doctorale
without further notice.

3.5

Visibility

Anne Auger is member of the Program Committee of the following major conference in
the field of Evolutionary Computation: GECCO, PPSN, EA, CEC. She is reviewer
for Theoretical Computer Science, Evolutionary Computation, IEEE Trans on Evolutionary Computation, Journal of Computational Physics.
She was chosen to be one of the fourth organisers of the Dagstuhl seminar “Theory
of Evolutionary Computation” in 2008 and 2010.
Nicolas Bredeche is PC member for the following conferences: GECCO, EA, EuroGP,
MARS/ICINCO, CAP, RJCIA. He is also a reviewer for Evolutionary Computation
Journal.
Antoine Cornuéjols was co-president of the CAP-07 conference on Machine Learning.
He is member of the organising committee of the KDD-09 conference (the largest in
Data Mining) and is member of the Program Committee of the following conferences
(partial list): ECML, ICML, EGC. He is reviewer for the Machine Learning Journal.
He is co-head of the working group on “Learning components and resource-aware
distributed algorithms” in the KDubiq European Coordination Action.
Cécile Germain-Renaud is member of the PC of the EGEE User Forum, has organised
the reactive grids session at e-IRG 2006, coordinator of the ACI Masses de Données
AGIR, the PPF DEMAIN, and the Grid Observatory.
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Marc Schoenauer is Editor in chief of Evolutionary Computation, an MIT Press Journal (the oldest in the field), since September 2002. He is also Associate Editor of
Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines (Kluwer), Applied Soft Computing
(Elsevier), TCS-C – Theoretical Computer Science, Natural Computing (Elsevier),
Member of the “Advisory Board”, Natural Computing Series (Springer Verlag), and
Editorial Board Member of the Mathématiques et Applications series, SMAI (Société
de Mathématiques Appliquées et Industrielles).
He is member of the PPSN Steering Committee, and is a member of the Executive
Council of the ACM SIGEVO (Special Interest Group on Evolutionary Computing),
formerly known as the International Society of Genetic and Evolutionary Computation (ISGEC) before 2006. He had been elected ISGEC senior fellow in 2004.
He is member of the Program Committee of all major conferences in the field of
Evolutionary Computation (GECCO, PPSN, CEC, Evo*, . . . ), and was one of the
local organisers of the first European Conference on Complex Systems in 2005 in
Paris, and co-editor of the Proceedings.
He has been reviewer for 2 calls of FP6, has been and is a reviewer for several
European projects (STREPS), and is now reviewer for the ERC call. During the
evaluation period, he has been reviewer of 1 HDR and 16 PhD’s including one at Université Laval in Quebec, one at Vrei Universität in Amsterdam and 2 at University
of Lausanne.
Michèle Sebag is member of the Editorial Board of Machine Learning Journal (SpringerKluwer), Genetic Programming and Evolvable Machines (Kluwer) and Knowledge
and Information Systems (Springer Verlag, 2003-2007). She is member of the Steering Committee of the PASCAL Network of Excellence (Pattern Analysis, Statistical
Modelling and Computational Learning, 2003-2008), and Manager of the Pascal Challenge Programme. She is member of the Steering Committee of the KD-Ubiq Coordinated Action (2004-2008). She is member of the Program Committee of the major
conferences in the field of Machine Learning (ICML, ECML, PKDD, IEEE-ICDM)
and Evolutionary Computation (GECCO, PPSN). She was area chair for ECAI 2004,
ICML 2005, ECML/PKDD 2005, ECAI 2006. She is president of AFIA, the French
Society for Artificial Intelligence. She coordinates the Learning group (Apprenteo)
in Digiteo Labs.
She has been reviewer for many European projects (STREPS) in FP6 and FP7;
she has reviewed several laboratories as CNRS reviewer; she has reviewed about 10
PhDs and HdRs in the (2004-2008) period.
Olivier Teytaud is member of the PC of EA07, CAp (national conference) since 2005,
ADPRL07. He is reviewer of IEEE transactions on Evolutionary Computation, Evolutionary Computation Journal (MIT Press), the Machine Learning Journal. He
organized and chaired the Pascal Workshop “Multiple Simultaneous Hypotheses
Testing” (2007).
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4

External Funding
(k euros)
National initiatives
ROBEA
ACI NIM “Simulation Moléculaire”
ACI Chromalgema
ACI MISTR
ACI NEURODYN
TCAN Herobot
ACI ACCAMBA
ANR RNTL OMD
European projects
ONCE-CS (CA)
KD-UBIQ (CA)
EVOTEST (STREP)
GENNETEC(STREP)
EGEE-II (IP)
PASCAL (REX)
Industrial contracts
CIFRE IFP *
CIFRE AIRBUS *
CIFRE RENAULT *
EADS-ST *
SNCF Contrat de collaboration de recherche
THALES
EZCT Cabinet d’architectes
Renault Contrat de Developpement de Logiciel
Scholarships
Xiangliang ZHANG PhD*
Ettore CAVALLARO Post Doc*
Cyril FURTLEHNER Post Doc*
Christian GAGNE (ERCIM) Post Doc*
Samuel LANDAU Post Doc*
Damien TESSIER AI+
Jean-Baptiste HOOCK AI+
Other funding
Actions Luso-Françaises
PPF DEMAIN
Projet conjoint CNRS/JST-ICT (JAPON)
SCOUT (STIC Asia)
MIT-France
Total

year1
11.5
2.4
3.2
2
3.3

year3

year4

2.4
3.2
5.2
2
14
3.3

2.4
1
5.2
2
14
3.3
23.5

0.8

47.9
12
25.5
28
22.8

6.7

6
15

6
15
5

5
80

42
30

5.2

1.1
23.5
47.9
77
85
12
121.5

3
16

16

42
30
3

7

10
7.5

30.5
41
41

30
41
12.5

50.5

10

175.2

† INRIA Cooperative Research Initiatives
‡ Large-scale Initiative Actions
∗ other than those supported by one of the above projects
+ junior engineer supported by INRIA
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year2

187.3

342.8

38
12.5
2
10
34
15
13.75
634.75

National initiatives
ACI NIM “Simulation Moléculaire”: Coordinated by Cl. LeBris, from INRIA projectteam MicMac (Rocquencourt), investigated the numerical simulation of a molecular
reaction, in particular its control by a high energy laser pulse. Anne Auger investigated the optimisation of the pulse share [8], and a Master internship [177] designed
a variable selection method specific to the CMA-ES algorithm.
ROBEA AAA (Agir, Anticiper, s’Adapter): Coordinated by TAO, this project was
started as a collaboration between the Fractales team-project at Rocquencourt and
the I&A team at LRI. After they joined to create TAO, the ”Perception située”
team at LRI joined the project for its last 2 years. The goal was to investigate the
sensori-motor approach in the context of autonomous robotics, and this led to the
anticipatory architecture of the robot controller [71]. This program partly funded
Nicolas Godzik’s PhD [12].
ACI Chromalgema, coordinated by F. James (Univ. Orléans) is targeted toward the simulation of the analytic chromatography process (limited to up to 3 different chemical species) and the identification of the critical physical parameters describing the
so-called isotherm function. TAO provided Evolution Strategy tools (SA-ES, then
CMA-ES [76]) and participated to the realization of the software platform to be used
by chemical engineers.
ACI NIM MISTR “Modélisation Informatique et Statistique du Trafic Routier”. Coordinated by Jean-Michel Loubès, now Prof. Univ. Toulouse-III, this project involves
the Lab. of Maths (Select) and the LRI (Tao) at Université Paris-Sud, the Lab. de
Statistiques et Probabilités, Université de Toulouse, and INRETS (Transportation
Institute). The goal is to use parametric and non-parametric modeling for short-term
and mid-term prediction of the road traffic.
ACI NIM NEURODYNE “Spatio-temporal analysis of neuronal cell activities by functional imaging”. Coordinated by Sylvain Baillet (La Pitié Salpétrière), this project
involves the Laboratoire de NeuroSciences Cognitives et Imagerie Cérébrale, La Pitié
Salpétrière, the Inference and Learning group (Tao) at LRI, the Institute of Mathematics at EPFL (Switzerland). The goal is to identify the active cell assemblies
from MEG data.
TCAN CNRS Herobot, 2004-2006, coordinator Nicolas Bredèche, other participants are
from the research team Cognition et Usages, Universite Paris 8. The project considered the problem of building behavioral models of human with impaired perception
with an experimental validation using mobile robots [72, 137, 155].
ACI ImpBio ACCAMBA “Analyse de Chimiothèques et Construction Automatique de
Modèles de Bio-Activité”. Coordinated by Gilles Bisson (CNRS and IMAG), this
project involves two Learning groups (Leibniz/Grenoble and LRI/Tao) and several
biology and chemistry groups (CEA/INSERM U366, Grenoble, UPS 2682 CNRS,
Roscoff, CEA, Saclay, UMR 176 CNRS/IC, Inserm). The goal is to identify bioactive patterns by screening molecule libraries (chemometry).
ANR RNTL OMD (Optimisation Multi-Disciplinaire)62 : coordinated by Rodolphe Le
Riche, (CNRS et Ecole des Mines de Saint-Etienne), this project involves several
laboratories, both public and private, and is targeted toward numerical engineering
62

http://omd.lri.fr
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of complex systems. Public partners also include the INRIA Sophia OPALE projectteam, the Mechanical Lab. from INSA Rouen, the LMT from ENS Cachan, the MAS
Lab. from Ecole Centrale de Paris, the MIP from Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse,
the 3MI Lab. from Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Saint-Etienne, and the
Roberval Lab. from UTC Compiègne, and private or EPIC partners are Dassault
Aviation, ONERA Toulouse, ONERA Chatillon, Astrium Space transportation, the
GIE Regienov (Renault), the Scilab consortium and Sirhena, Nantes.
European projects
PASCAL (Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modelling and Computational Learning) is the
Network of Excellence in ML (2003-2007). Coordinated by J. Shawe-Taylor (U. of
Southampton), it involves 56 partners among which are the LRI and the Lab. of
Maths of Université Paris-Sud. Michèle Sebag is member of the steering committee,
and manager of the Challenge programme. Due to its success, a second issue Pascal-2
has been accepted (2008-2012), with now 15 partners; UPS is one of them.
ONCE-CS (Open Network Connecting Excellence in Complex Systems) is an FP6 Coordinated Action funded in July 2005 for 2.5 years. It is coordinated by Jeff Johnson (Open University, UK). Marc Schoenauer is member of the Executive Committee, and TAO is in charge of the “electronic infrastructure” Work Package. See
http://complexsystems.lri.fr/Portal.
KD-Ubiq (Ubiquitous Knowledge Discovery) is a FET Coordinated Action funded in December 2005 and will last until May 2008. It is coordinated by Michael May (Fraunhofer Institute, Germany). Michele Sebag is member of the Executive Committee, in
charge of the Benchmarking Work Package. See http://www.kdubiq.org/kdubiq.
EvoTest (Evolutionary Testing) is an FP6 STREP funded in September 2006 for 3 years.
It is coordinated by Tanja Voss (ITI, Valencia) and involves 8 partners, including
Daimler Chrysler and 3 SMEs. The goal of the project is to design a platform
that will automatically generate test data for a given software, using Evolutionary
Computation. TAO is in charge of the Evolutionary Engine, and its automatic
tuning. See http://evotest.iti.upv.es/.
GENNETEC (GENetic NETworks: Emergence and Complexity) is an FP6 STREP
funded in October 2006 for 3 years, coordinated by F. Képès, from Génopole Evry,
and involving partners from Biology, Computer Science and Statistical Physics. Its
goal is to develop computational modelling and inference tools that will allow us
to better understand and design complex systems, starting from models of Genetic
Regulatory Networks. TAO is in charge of releasing Evolutionary Computation
techniques to the consortium, on the one hand, and proposing a computational
model linking some models of GRNs with the Genetic Programming paradigm. See
http://gennetec.csregistry.org.
EGEE The Enabling Grids for E-sciencE I (2004-2006) and II (2006-2008) are FP6 Infrastructure project. Coordinated by CERN, they involve more than 240 institutions
in 45 countries. Their goal is to provide a seamless production Grid infrastructure
for e-Science. EGEE-II will be extended within FP7 by EGEE-III, starting April
2008 for another 2 years. See http://www.eu-egee.org/project.
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Associated teams and other international projects
Programme actions intégrées luso-françaises 2006-2007, in collaboration with Prof.
Ernesto Costa, head of Departamento de Engenharia Informática at Universidade de
Coimbra, Portugal. The basis of the project is to investigate the promises of using
Coimbra’s multi-agent simulator for the economic and social experiments made at
TAO (see section 2.7.3).
Japan (2007-2009): Collaboration with Pr. Tanaka’s Meme Media Lab., University
of Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan, in the CNRS/JST ICT framework. The goal is to
investigate Ubiquitous Data Mining in the context of Web grids.
MIT-France, 2007, in collaboration with Prof. Una-May O’Reilly, head of MIT’s
EvoDesign group. The goal of the collaboration is to investigate the use of A.
Devert’s BlindBuilder [57, 123] to design robot morphology.
SCOUT, 2007-2008, (Survey of Catastrophe and Observation in Urban Territories), from
STIC Asia program, coordinated by MICA, Hanoi (Vietnam). Other partners are
from Vietnam (IFI, CARGIS), China (LIAMA), Cambodia (ITC) and France (IRD,
LRI-Paris Sud / TAO, MaIA-LORIA, IGN). The project aims at developing the
technology supporting district-level decision-making in case of disasters using teams
of simple, cheap, communicating, ground and aerial self-organized robots dedicated
to the gathering of information, with a variety of sensors, on damaged sites.
Industrial contracts
EADS-Launch Vehicles (3-months in 2004 and in 2005): Supervision of internships
on Multi-mission Multi-Disciplinary Optimisation of Launcher by Multi-Objective
Evolutionary Algorithms [124].
Airbus (2003-2005): Accompanying contract for Matthieu Pierres’ CIFRE PhD: Toward
automatic generation of mesh topology. Not defended (see Section 2.7.6).
IFP (2003-2006): Accompanying contract for Vijay Pratap Singh’s CIFRE PhD: Automatic Seismic Velocity Inversion using Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms,
defended in December 2006 [18] (see also [96, 148] and the patent [182]).
Renault (2005-2008): Accompanying contract for Claire LeBaron’s CIFRE PhD: Multidisciplinary Optimisation of a Complete Propulsion Engine. Now in its 3rd year.
Renault (6 months in 2006): Supervision of internship Interactive Car Design by Evolution [173].
Other funding,
DEMAIN: Des DonnéEs Massives Aux INterprétations (http://www.lri.fr/Demain) is
funded by the French ministry of research and education under the programmes
pluriformations (multidisciplinary research) program. Coordinated by C. GermainRenaud, it involves 4 partners from Université Paris-Sud, and started October 2006
for 4 years. Its goal is to focus networking between the university teams confronted
to large and complex datasets.
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5

Objectives for the next four years

Four main objectives have been identified, related to scientific bottlenecks of Machine
Learning and Stochastic Optimisation. The first one, resuming a research direction extensively discussed in sections 2.4.3 and 2.6.3, is devoted to the search of representations with
desirable properties. The second one, exploiting the prominent successes obtained with
Multi-Armed Bandit algorithms and MoGo (section 2.5.3), considers the various challenges
raised by extending MAB algorithms to dynamic contexts and hostile environments. The
third one will investigate the conceptual and algorithmic shift required to deal with modern computing architectures. The fourth one is concerned with Crossing the Chasm63 , and
making algorithmic advances available to the whole (digital) society.
These objectives are relevant to the main research projects in our agenda. For the sake
of completeness the projects starting end 2007 or in 2008 are listed below as they do not
appear in section 4:
• Adaptive Combinatorial Search, joint project with Microsoft Research (M. Schoenauer and Y. Hamadi, Microsoft Research Cambridge, coordinators), aims at the
automatic tuning of search and optimization algorithms, from heuristics to metaheuristics (more precisely Evolutionary Computation). Both off-line and on-line
tunings will be investigated.
• SYMBRION, an FP7 IP (Integrated Project), coordinated by Sergey Kornienko
(Univ. Stuttgart), involving 10 partners from Robotics (Electronics and Mechanics), Evolutionary Biology, and Computer Science (working on bio-inspired complex
systems). Integrating hardware and software design, Symbrion IP aims at designing
autonomous swarm robots. The software will involve both time-scales of evolutionary learning and on-line learning, in direct connection with TAO research themes.
• Observatory of the EGEE Grid (WP in EGEE-III, C. Germain coordinator). Resuming earlier studies in EGEE-II, the Grid Observatory will integrate the collection
and publication of traces of the EGEE grid and users with the development of models
and ontology of the domain knowledge.
• DigiBrain, a Digiteo project, coordinated by J.-D. Muller (CEA-LIST) and M. Sebag,
involves CEA, INRIA, LRI and Neurospin (S. Dehaene and J.-B. Poline). DigiBrain
will investigate EEG-based interfaces for neuroscience studies and Human Computer
Interaction.

5.1

Deep Representations

The last years have seen some breakthroughs related to the ML search space, including
Deep Networks (DN64 ), Echo State Networks (ESN65 ) or Liquid State Machines (LSM66 ).
These frameworks offer a compact or sparse coding of complex functions (e.g. Deep Networks require a logarithmic vs exponential number of units to encode the canonical parity
63

Geoffrey A. Moore, Crossing the Chasm: Marketing and Selling High-Tech Products to Mainstream
Customer, 1991
64
Y. Bengio, P. Lamblin, D. Popovici, and H. Larochelle. Greedy Layer-Wise Training of Deep Networks.
NIPS 2006, pp 153–160, MIT Press, 2007.
65
H. Jaeger. The ”echo state” approach to analysing and training recurrent neural networks. German
National Research Center for Information Technology, technical report GMD Report 148, 2001.
66
NIPS 2006 Workshop on Echo State Networks and Liquid State Machines. H. Jaeger and H. Haas and
J. C. Principe Eds. 2006.
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problem). While they have long been discarded as their full training is a hopelessly illbehaved optimization problem, new heuristics have been shown to achieve efficient learning
although their theoretical properties are not yet fully understood. For instance DNs consider a sequence of tractable optimization problems (unsupervised learning), iteratively
growing the network and reaching a region where the supervised learning problem becomes “reasonably” tractable67 . In ESNs, a compact representation (sparse graph + set
of weights) is mapped onto a complex function space (dynamic systems and limit cycles).
Interestingly, the distinction between the search space (referred to as genotypic space)
and the solution space (referred to as phenotypic space) has long been identified as a
main source of effectiveness for Evolutionary Computation68 . The merits of the distinction
between genotypic and phenotypic spaces can be illustrated by the so-called developmental
representations, a prototype of which is the Cellular Encoding 69 , more recently extended
toward embryogenic representations based on various biological models, from plant growth
to Genetic Regulatory Networks (see Section 2.6.2). Developmental representations map
a compact search space (parametric or tree-structured, e.g. programs) onto a complex,
usually non parametric, solution space (e.g. analog circuits).
Taking advantage of the statistical learning and evolutionary cultures in TAO, our first
research objective will be to analyze and study the diverse frameworks enabling a compact
description of complex solutions through procedural heuristics, referred to as
Deep Representations (DRs). The theoretical study will focus on the following two aspects:
• Expressivity/tractability tradeoff.
DRs allow a huge solution space to be searched through exploring a comparatively
restricted and well identified search space, which either offers some performance
guarantees, or was found the only feasible way to obtain any result at all70 . Tools
from statistical ML, e.g. covering numbers, will be used to analyze the genotypic/phenotypic mappings in the EC literature.
• Stability/versatility tradeoff.
The feasibility of learning/optimization requires some stability of the search landscape, meant as most genotypic changes result in little phenotypic differences. In the
meanwhile, the search space should offer “sufficiently” many shortcuts toward various regions of the solution space. This property, referred to as versatility, implies that
additional information enables efficient jumps in the phenotypic space, making the
most of efficient active learning or exploration strategies. The stability/versatility
tradeoff will be studied in the spirit of active learning71 .
In an application perspective, the search for deep representations is relevant to the on-going
Gennetec project (investigating Gene Regulatory Networks in a Genetic Programming
perspective), and to Symbrion IP (as the target representation should allow learning at
different time scales, e.g. involving both evolutionary optimization and on-line learning).
67

Notably, TAO has done some early works along this line of research. Cascade mechanisms embedded
in logical learning enables the construction of disjunctive hypotheses while handling conjunctive ones, in
a transparent and cost-effective way (M. Sebag and M. Schoenauer, Incremental Learning of Rules and
Meta-Rules. In B. Porter and R. Mooney, Eds, Proc. ICML90, Morgan Kaufmann, 1990); handling a
sequence of objective functions within a population-based optimization scheme, thanks to the Behavioral
Memory mechanism, was shown effective to tackle optimization problems which could not be addressed up
front (M. Schoenauer and S. Xanthakis, Constrained GA Optimization. In S. Forrest, Ed., Proc ICGA’93,
pp 573-580, Morgan Kaufmann, 1993)
68
R. C. Lewontin, The Genetic Basis of Evolutionary Change, Columbia University Press, 1974.
69
F. Gruau. Neural Network Synthesis using Cellular encoding and the Genetic Algorithm. PhD thesis,
Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon, 1994
70
J. Koza, Genetic Programming III: Automatic Synthesis of Analog Circuits. MIT Press, 1999
71
S. Dasgupta. Coarse Sample Complexity Bounds for Active Learning, NIPS’05, MIT Press, 2005).
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5.2

Generalized Bandits

The blossoming use of Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) algorithms to revisit reinforcement
learning72 , tree search73 including games [134, 159, 178] (see section 2.5.3), optimization74
is explained from two factors. On the one hand, MABs aim at minimizing the regret,
i.e. the cumulative loss over the oracle strategy; this elegant criterion is amenable to
theoretical bounds; furthermore, it is relevant in an any-time perspective, whereas many
theoretical studies mostly focus on asymptotic performances (see also section 5.3). On
the other hand, the decision making process achieved by MABs enforce an Exploitation
vs Exploration (EvE) tradeoff; a wide variety of Exploration-related criteria has been
considered in the literature, with and (most often) without theoretical justifications.
Several extensions of MAB algorithms and analysis have been identified as theoretical
and applicative priorities on our research agenda:
• A first extension is required to deal with dynamic environments, relaxing the
assumption of iid rewards for each option (bandit arm). Let us consider for instance
the EvE tradeoff at the core of evolutionary computation, of game strategies [134],
of news recommendation [138]; the rewards associated to a given option (respectively, variation operator, game move or news item) are not stationary; they evolve
while the search or the game goes on, or as the user’s needs and mood change.
Some algorithmic advances have been made in Tao (development of MoGo, winning
participation to the Pascal Challenge on Online Trading of EvE [138]), extending
the standard Upper Confidence Bound algorithms to handle non stationary environments. Further work is required to extend MAB algorithms to Monte-Carlo-based
planning (as an alternative to dynamic programming) and to provide theoretical
guarantees on the global solution quality.
• A second extension regards multi-variate bandits. In quite a few application
domains, some side information is available (e.g. the user profile in a news recommendation context) and can be used to handle the EvE tradeoff more efficiently.
In the MoGo system, the so-called RAVE (Rapid Action Value Estimate) heuristics
provides additional estimates of the move values; significant improvement of MoGo
has been obtained by exploiting this additional, most often strongly biased, side
information. Notably, multi-variate bandit algorithms have been acknowledged a
prioritary research direction in the PASCAL-2 roadmap75 . Further study is required
to both design more efficient multi-variate bandit algorithms, and provide theoretical
guarantees thereof.
• Thirdly, the extension of MAB algorithms to the bounded rationality framework,
e.g., increasing the number of options and considering a short-term time horizon,
is a both theoretical and applicative challenge. Quite a few application domains
involve many options (e.g. circa 400 arms in computer-go, and infinitely many in
continuous frameworks); further more, in games or planning, the stress is put on the
short term performances (as opposed to, the asymptotic ones). We have developed
efficient anytime algorithms, extending Berry et al.76 in the so-called easy setting
72

P. Auer and R. Ortner. Logarithmic Online Regret Bounds for Undiscounted Reinforcement Learning.
NIPS’06 pp 49–56, MIT Press, 2007
73
A typical example is UCT: L. Kocsis and C. Szepesvári. Bandits-based Monte-Carlo planning. In J.
Fürnkranz et al., eds., ECML’06, pp 282-293, LNAI 4212, Springer Verlag, 2006.)
74
P.-A. Coquelin and R. Munos, Bandit Algorithms for Tree Search, Technical report INRIA 6141, 2007.
75
The PASCAL Network of Excellence (2003-2008) will be continued in the FP7 framework (2008-2013).
76
D. A. Berry, R. W. Chen, A. Zame, D. C. Heath, and L. A. Shepp. Bandit problems with infinitely
many arms, Ann. Stat. 25(5):2103-2116, 1997.
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where the reward distribution is favorable (many arms have a reward probability
close to 1); we also proposed original heuristics in the so-called difficult setting (the
reward probabilities are in [0, ], with  < 1). While the empirical efficiency of
these algorithms has been found satisficing, their theoretical fundations remain to
be established.
• A fourth research perspective related to MAB is concerned with multi-objective
settings. For instance in autonomous robot control, every option can be assessed
along several criteria, such as its value (to which extent the option is instrumental
to reach the robot goal) and its risks (to which extent the option can dammage
the robot integrity). Although multi-objective optimization can always be cast as
a mono-objective optimization problem (e.g. classically considering the weighted
sum of the objective functions as single objective), it is believed that multi-objective
bandits correspond to a relevant and daring extension of MAB algorithms. On
the one hand, this extension aims at finding optimal, e.g. controlled risk-taking,
decision strategies; on the other hand it requires to extend the regret definition (e.g.
cumulative distance to the Pareto front).
These research themes are directly relevant to Microsoft-TAO project, SYMBRION IP
and Autonomic Computing.
Typically, the online learning of hyperparameters tackled by Microsoft-TAO project can
be formalized as a MAB problem; bounded rationality is similarly relevant at least in the
calibration stage of the current application. The multi-objective aspect is also relevant as
the algorithmic performance can usually be assessed along quite a few independent criteria
(e.g. time-to-solution, memory usage, solution accuracy).
Independently, optimal decision making under bounded resource constraints is relevant
to SYMBRION IP. Likewise, the mid-term goal of Autonomic Computing is to deliver
satisficing job schedulers. In both cases, as experiments are done in situ the learning
algorithm must find a way to preserve the system integrity, and limit the risks incurred
by any system unit.

5.3

Shifting to modern computing

Notable breakthroughs have revolutionized computer science in the last decade, along several perspectives: hardware, communication/networks, and usage. With the evolution of
means and ends (multi-core/multi-thread machines; grid systems; distributed/ubiquitous
computing; resource-aware/anytime/scalable algorithms; ambient/pervasive intelligence),
the software world gradually becomes more aware that new algorithmic paradigms are required to make the most of new architectures, to handle new demands, and to sail towards
New Intelligence Frontiers77 .
While TAO is already interested in modern computing as a source of applications
(e.g. through Autonomic Computing and our collaboration with Alchemy [77]), this third
direction of research aims at developing a different approach of algorithms, along the Com77
While this new world struggles with the same issues as the old one (scalability, reliability, communication efficiency), the paradigm shift can be best understood by analogy with Herbert Simon’s bounded
rationality. Bounded rationality indeed faces the same problems as good old rationality, except for one
additional, distinctive, feature: the reasoning cost now is an element of the reasoning process. This simple
modification entails the loss of equilibrium results; the overwhelming importance of initial conditions; the
existence of information asymmetry; in brief, this modest modification leads to a significantly different
Economics Theory.
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putational Thinking78 perspective. Formally, Computational Thinking is meant to revisit
the art of problem setting and algorithm design, through a broader view of computing
systems.
A first theme in this research direction aims at the global optimization of the information processing chain79 . Precisely, learning and optimization algorithms most often involve
elementary processes in charge of i) information selection (e.g., active learning, feature
construction, or population-based sampling); ii) model construction (learning, building
surrogate models, covariance matrix adaptation); iii) optimization (assessing the current
result and going further; tuning or adapting the hyper-parameters involved in the other
two tasks). While these processes have generally been considered independently, a fundamental issue is to handle their interactions, and for instance to be able to optimally
(dynamically) allocate the computational efforts among them. Preliminary studies along
this line, considering the adaptation of MoGo to highly parallel architectures, have started
in collaboration with Bull. A longer-term research, concerned with automatic adjustment,
is the goal of next section.
Secondly, Computational Thinking advocates the ability of dealing with large complex
(algorithmic) systems without understanding every detail thereof, which shall be referred
to as Smart Black Box Design. This second theme of research is relevant to the search of
Deep Representations and the Gennetec project, already mentioned in section 5.1. It also
includes the studies related to complex systems (section 2.7.3), where tools from statistical
physics are used to provide a manageable model at the macro-scale of a system described
at the micro-scale. Last, but not least, the DigiBrain project aims at creating the means
for an effective interaction with the user without spelling the interaction rules.

5.4

Crossing the Chasm

Countless studies have underlined the fact that many a good scientific and algorithmic
advances fail to make it outside research labs. Such failures are often blamed on the
Knowledge Barrier, the entry ticket people have to pay in order to master new techniques
because of their many options and parameters, because of their flexibility and versatility.
Parameter adjustment is at the core of most if not all TAO applicative studies in Numerical
Engineering [24].
Considerable efforts are deployed to anticipate this usage barrier when designing algorithms or devices. One approach aims at building “plug-and-play” variants, allowing
naive users to benefit from 90% of the algorithm potentialities. It is generally deemed
however that some form of adaptation to the problem at hand is required to deliver robust
results; in most application domains, the search for “the” killer algorithm has been acknowledged to be hopeless. Alternatively, one might want to build a meta-layer topping a
set of algorithms, selecting the best algorithm to use depending on the problem at hand80
the bottleneck along this line has been identified as the description of the problems at the
meta-level.
The fourth research direction of TAO will investigate two approaches for Crossing the
Chasm, respectively based on online and offline hyperparameter tuning/learning.
The online tuning approach includes both self-adaptation heuristics (dating back to the
90’s81 ), and the original use of multi-armed bandit algorithms which has been discussed
78

Term coined by Pr. Jeanette Wing, CMU. “Computing in the 21st Century”, Microsoft Research Asia
Conferences, Nov. 2005. Cited in Towards 2020 Science, Microsoft White Book.
79
Reminding that the optimal chain is not usually obtained by combining elements that have been
optimized independently.
80
Meta- Learning project, ESPRIT project 26.357 (2002-2004).
81
See [24] and other chapters of Parameter Setting in Evolutionary Algorithms, Springer Verlag 2007.
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in section 5.2. While self-adaptation and specifically Covariance-Matrix Adaptation ES is
acknowledged a major breakthrough in continuous evolutionary optimization82 , TAO has
a world-wide theoretical and applicative expertise on CMA-ES [19, 45]. Several extensions
of self-adaptive evolution will be investigated, aiming at bridging the gap between convex
optimisation and continuous evolutionary computation: the convergence of the CMA-ES
algorithm, along the lines of that of the SA-ES algorithm [19]; a separable version of
CMA-ES (can separability be detected – and taken advantage of?); the handling of different types of constraint (at the moment, only bound constraints can be set on the variables);
an efficient version of multi-objective CMA-ES (as the existing version does not really use
multi-objective information, and poorly samples the Pareto Front). Surrogate versions of
CMA-ES (and other stochastic optimization algorithms) will also be considered, in particular within the Digiteo PhD grant “Simplified models in Numerical Engineering”, that
has been allocated to be co-supervised by M. Sebag and J.-M. Martinez, SF2MS, CEA
(2007-2010).
The second approach, concerned with offline learning, resumes the Phase-Transition
studies pioneered by TAO in collaboration with L. Saitta and A. Giordana (Univ. del
Piemonte Orientale), which have been described in section 2.4.3. Based on the appropriate order parameters, the phase transition framework allows for building the “competence
map” describing the average algorithm behaviour. Clearly, such competence maps make
it easy to achieve meta-learning [36] and decide for each problem which algorithm/setting
will be the most appropriate on average. Indeed similar approaches have been developed for CSP solvers83 , exploiting a range of indicators developed over the years as order
parameters.
The fundamental bottleneck, i.e. designing relevant order parameters, has been tackled empirically so far. Further studies will use the statistical physics tools84 to construct
phase diagrams (physics equivalent of competence maps). Recent results at the frontier
of statistical physics and computer science 85 have bridged together optimization (free
energy optima, K-SAT solutions,. . . ) and learning with message passing algorithms (belief propagation, affinity propagation86 ). In addition87 an algorithmic hierarchy (warning
propagation, survey propagation) appears to be in correspondence to the hierarchy provided by the order parameter of the mean-field theory. These results are synthesized in a
phase diagram; the purpose of new adaptive heuristics will be to infer the position of the
instance problem in the phase diagram.
This direction of research subsumes several on-going projects, specifically Evotest and
Microsoft-TAO project where the goal is to produce off-the-shelf algorithms and to enforce
technology transfer. Ultimately, scientists and enginners will not need explicit help from
. . . TAO, as in [33, 37], or in the on-going projects EvoTest and GENNETEC.
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